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How to bridge the gap between hospital and home?
Many countries have separate organizations for delivenng nursing care to
patients m the hospitai and to patients at home in the community This
separation creates extra difficulties m organizing continuous care for patients
discharged from hospitai who need nursmg aftercare (m The Netherlands, at a
rough estimate, 10% of all hospitai patients) Special arrangements have to be
made to prevent these patients missmg out completely By means of a
questionnaire sent to all Dutch regional community nursing organizations, this
study makes an mventory of the organizational measures that have been taken m
this field m The Netherlands and analyses a model of the efifects these measures
(and also the effects on contextual factors) have on the number of problems
reported by the community m respect of continuity of care In The Netherlands,
the initiative in arranging continuity of care is taken by the regional community
nursing organizations or by their operational teams In most cases, they have
been able to make arrangements with the hospitals about the selection of
aftercare patients and the transfer of information by transfer forms Sometimes
special continuity nurses are appointed by the community, among other things
to organize regular consultation with the hospitals An eight-item Likert scale
was developed to measure the extent of continuity problems Analysis of the
effect of several factors m the model by a stepwise multiple regression analysis,
revealed that the consistent use of transfer forms by hospitals was an important
tool m reducing the problems Furthermore, regional community nursing
organizations themselves had fewer problems compared with the operational
teams to whom arranging continuity is sometimes delegated Increased
personnel capacity within the community is also beneficial The effect of these
last two factors (organizational level and personnel capacity) is, however,
overruled, by the negative effect of the size of the regional community nursmg
organization the more inhabitants, the more problems there are

INTRODUCTION

'Article based on a lecture given at the International Conference on Community Nursing In the Seventies and early eighties there WaS a large

^ . ^ p T i / M / D ' S r S i ' ^ F e r f S ; ? a mneruinds Institute of number of English-language publicahons which developed
Primary Health Care) PO Box 1568 3500 BN Utrecht The Netherlands the COncept of Continuity of Care (RogerS & CurtlS 1980,
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Wall 1981, Bachrach 1981) The definitions given vary
widely, depending on the point of view provider, patient,
health care system In this article, we are concemed with
continuity of care as an organizational problem within a
health care system The definition given by Shortell (1976)
fits best 'continuity of care is the extent to which services
are received as part of a coordinated and uninterrupted
succession of events consistent with the medical needs of
the patients' As we are concemed here with nursing care
instead of medical care, we shall use this descnption for
nursing care

Further, we shall focus on a specific aspect of nursing
care, l e the patient's transihon from hospital nursing care
to community nursing care Many hospital patients need
ongoing professional nursing care after their discharge In
The Netherlands, the assumption is that this is the case
for 10% of all discharged hospitai patients (Nationale
Ziekenhuisraad, Nationale Kruisvereniging 1978) In
respect of continuity of care, the change from m-patient
to out-patient nursing needs special attention in The
Netherlands, as m many countnes, different organizations
are in charge The activities of hospitai nurses end formally
at the hospitai door Of course, it is their professional
responsibihty to see that the patient is being cared for at
home But they do not actually see the consequences of a
too hasty or badly prepared hospitai discharge Theoreti-
cally, hospitai nurses might receive some feedback on this
point from hospital readmission rates, but in fact the causes
of readmission are complex Smiih etal (1988) in particular
were unable to show a positive relation between an inten-
sive post-discharge care programme and a lower rate of
hospitai readmission

Community nurses, on the other hand, are dependent on
others for timely information about the impending dis-
charge of a patient who needs aftercare They are respon-
sible for the delivery of nursmg care at home, but they need
to know when an aftercare pahent is to be discharged
Waiting for a signal from the patient will often mean
several days of delay, assuming that the patient can fuid his
way to the community nursing organization at all

What must be done to enable us to offer discharged
hospitai patients continuous care? First, it is important that
in hospitai the right patients are selected for post-discharge
aftercare and also that these patients and their families need
to be informed about all the aspects of the impending
discharge Second, the information about the selected
pahents must amve on time at the regional community
nursing organization, so that the needs of the patient can
be anhcipated Third, it is necessary that the regional
community nursmg orgamzahon actually starts with
adequate nursing help at home on hme These three

elements require stmctural arrangements with regard to
aftercare to avoid continuity problems The fact that prob-
lems do anse m selecting patients and transfemng infor-
mation m the Dutch situation is discussed elsewhere
(Dn]ver et al 1985, Verschuren 1987, Kersten 1988,
Kersten 1988/1989) In the eyes of the community nurses,
hospitai nurses do not pay enough attention to psycho-
social aspects of the need for aftercare And there are also
complaints in the community about late notice of dis-
charge Little IS known in The Netherlands about the 'time
gap' that occurs between hospitai discharge and the start of
the community nursmg care

Projects in The Netherlands

Since the sixhes, in The Netherlands there have been several
local projects designed to develop organizational solutions
to continuity problems For instance, in Amsterdam, in
1960, an independent aftercare service was established to
select patients for aftercare and to transfer the information
from the hospitai to the community nursing teams m differ-
ent distncts of the city This service operated in a more
or less similar way to the 'hospital at home' scheme in
Peterborough, England (Clarke 1984), which again was
inspired by the French 'hospitahsation a domicile' (Assist-
ance Publique, Hopitaux de Pans 1986) The main difference
IS that accelerating the discharge of patients was not an
explicit goal m Amsterdam, but the organizational approach
was more or less the same The Amsterdam aftercare service
was closely related to the community nursing orgaruz-
ations Specialist nurses went into the hospitals to select the
aftercare patients and to arrange the transfer of information
to the community It should be noted that this transfer of
information is a parhcularly difficult problem in Amsterdam,
because there are as many as 13 hospitals in the city, each
accepting patients from all over the city and even from
outside it Furthermore, every community nursing team
works more or less independently m a particular distnct
This makes getting the information to the nght community
nurse who is eventually going to take care of the pahent a
complicated business

At present, there is no aftercare service in Amsterdam
The mam reason for this is that the benefits of the special
aftercare service were no longer obvious Nurses from the
aftercare service were seen as additional stations to pass on
the road between the hospitai nurses and the commumty
nursing service (Schmitz 1985) There seems to be a similar
tendency in the UK Gowett & Aimitage 1988) Contmuity
of care in Amsterdam is now arranged by the hospitai
nursing teams and the community, using the infrastructure
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of the mutual contacts that have been built up over the
years

The project in Amsterdam, however, inspired many
regional community nursing organizahons in The
Netherlands to start speaal continuity of care programmes
At first, aftercare services were initiated, but later on, less
complex organizational solutions were started Regional
community nursing organizabons have put speaal 'con-
tinuity nurses' in charge so that there is consultahon with
the relevant hospitals about continuity of care, and struc-
tured steady arrangements about the way uiformahon
about aftercare pahents is transfered to the community is
also provided In 1979, m parhcular, funds were raised to
appoint several of these continuity nurses for penods of 2
years After these mihahves, the regional community
nursing organizations in The Netherlands each went more
or less their own way in respect of continuity of care Some
found ways of contmumg the appointment of contmuity
nurses, others made special efforts m order to provide
organizational soluhons for conhnuity problems without
enlisting continuity nurses In these cases, the work was
mostly dcHie by the regular head community nurses

In this study, we are concemed with construchng an
overview of the solutions the regional community nursmg
organizahons have developed to overcome the continuity
problems In addihon, we mtend to analyse the effects of
these sohihcms (and contextual factors) on the amount of
problems that are expenenced with regard to contmuity of
care m a specific area. In order to do this in a systemahc
way, an explanatory model was developed, presented m
Figure 1

In the model, a distinchon is made between hospital-
bound factors, community-bound factors and both hospital-
and community-bound factors Furthermore, a distinchon is
made between organizational factors that specifically have
to do with the organization of the aftercare, and situahonal
fectors that have wider lmplicahons than exclusively the
orgamzahon of aftercare The category, both hospital- and
community-bound factors, is restncted to orgarazational
factors, because the situahonal factors can exdusively
be groiq>ed under the categones hospitai bound and
community bound

We use the model m an explorahve way For the van-
ables mduded, however, withm a hmited number of largely
unambiguous steps m reasonmg, it may be assumed that an
efifect CMl be hypothesized on the clq>endent vanable To
keep it short, we will not detail all of the expected effects
iwre. They are noted m the figure by pluses or minuses,,
danfymg the expeded direchon of tfie dSed caused by the
fxicr So, for mstarex, we expect max ccmtinuity fH-ob-
kms from a greater number of hospitals trsmsfemng after-

care patients to the EKO/basic unit and, m contrast, a
reduchon of problems from tl^ appomtmait of a conti-
nuity nurse is expected On s<»ne of the vanables pre-
sented m the model the reader will need explanahon
The comments are, however, to be found later on m the
presentahon of the desenphve results of this study

RESEARCH QUESTION

The decentralized way in which soluhons to conhniuty
problems have developed obstruds an overview of the
situahon On the one hand, there ts no detailed overall
picture of Hie way regional community nursu^ organiz-
ations attack the problons On the other hand, there are
no dear views on the results these soluhons provide,
m tenns of the amount of problems expenenced m the
context of contmuity of care

The pnme question here is how the regiorud community
nursing organizations provide structural soluhons for
problems of conhnuity of care Second we study how
different soluhons affed the number of problems expen-
enced m relahon to contmuity of care In order to answer
this queshoa we will use the model presented m Figure I

Method

All 185 regional commumty nursing organizahcms (EKO,
the abbreviahon for Erk«)de Kruis Orgamsahe) m The
Netherlands were contacted This achon made dear that
the EKO as a whole does not always orgaruze aftercare
after hospitai discharge. 31 EKOs have passed over tbs
responsibibty to their exeotting teams, the basic umts As a
rule, a basic umt contains a head commumty nurse, 12
distnct nurses and about four nursmg auxiiianes

In orckr to get ttie necessary mformahon, a queshonnaire
was sent at tfie begmnmg of 1988 to 151 EKOsand 122 basic
umts (of 31 different EKOs), covenng all Hie Netherlands,
with the exception of three EKOs t l ^ did not want to
partiapate m the study 147 WHOs r eh tn^ their ques-
tusmaire (response percait<^e 97%) and 87 baste touts
respcmded (71%) The queshonnanvs were filled m by
ccnnmunity officers with a iisey rak m contmuity of care
(head community nurse, continuity mir%, etc)

In addihon to qiKshcms about the gen«al arcun^tam^s
of tiie EKO/basiC umt (number of mhabitants m the working
aixa, number of teadw^ and/c»- genoal luH|Mtals ^ t
transfer piAiei^ for lAexaie, etc) aiul the chosoi soluti(»i
for prdTlons oi omtmuity (rf aoe (appoitrin^ a avihnujty
nurse, (Hganuu^ reguliff amsukahon with the hos{»ta]s
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Hospital-bound
factors

Situational

Organizational

, Situational

Community-txjund
factors

Organizational -

Both hospital- and
community-bound
factors

• Organizational

Kind of hospitai general (=1) or
academic (=0)
Number of beds in hospital
Bed O(x:upation percentage
Average length of stay in hospital of
all patients

Rate of use of transfer forms,
distinction made between 34%*
always (= 1) against the rest (=0 )
58%"niostly +1%' sometimes -HO%*
never -HO%*

Amount of problems
experienced tn respect
of continuity of care

Personnel capacity"
Number of inhabitants in the EKO
area
Percentage of people above 70
years of age in the EKO area
Number of hospitals transferring
aftercare patients to the EKO/basic
unit

Appointment of continuity nurses,
yes (=1) or no (=0)
Mutual co-operation between EKOs
and/or basic units in regard to
organizing continuity of care, yes
(=1)orno(=0)
Organizational level EKO (=1) or
basic unit (=0) in charge of
organizing continuity of care

- Appointment between EKO/basic
unit and hospital in regard to
continuity of care, yes (=1) or no
(=0)

- Regular consultation between
EKO/basic unit and hospitai in
regard to continuity of care, yes
(=1)orno(=0)

Figure 1 Model to analyse the efifects of organizational solutions in regard to contmuity of care and also contextual effects on the amount
of problems expenenced 'The distribution for EKOs plus basic units for that speafic hospital which transfers the biggest number of
aftercare patients "Number of full-time conununity nurses and nursing auxdianes per 1000 inhabitants of 1--4 years of age and
inhabitants at)ove 60 years, this is proved to be the target population of the community nursing organization (Hoeksma 1986)
***Expecteddirectionof the effect by the factor -I- = more problems, — = less problems, ± = ambiguous

involved, etc), 10 statements (Likert items) were submitted
to make an mventory of the problems expenenced with
conhnuity of care. In addihon to the literature, itons were
denved ham open mtervKws with 15 hospital and com.-
mt£nityd}i(»-swhohaveakeyrolemcH-ganizmga»)tmuity

of care after hospitai discharge Further informahon on the
research method is to be found m an extensive study report
(Zijlmans & Kersten 1989) Detailed infonnahon about tire
stahstical techmques used can be found m &iedecor &
Coduran (1980) arid Carmmes & Zeller (1985)
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Figure 2 Overview of the
working areas of all 185
EKOs under study, with
number of academic and
general hospitals within the
EKO borders • = 1 hospital,
• = 2hospitals, # = 3
hospitals, w =5-6
hospitals, • = 10-13
hospitals

RESULTS

General circumstances

We will mtroduce our results with a map of the workmg
areas of all EKOs m The Netherlands (Figure 2) The map
shows first that there is an important (histoncally based)
vanahon m the size of the EKOs This is vahd both for the
size of the areas and the number of inhabitants There is a
policy to bnng groups of small EKOs together mto one
bigger EKO so that the total will decrease to about 60
(NahcHiale Kruisveremgmg 1989)

Second, the map shows that some EKOs have to deal
with a lot of hospitals The hospitals are concentrated m the
bigger aties In most cases, one EKO receives aftncare
pahents firom two, three or even more hospitab This is
inqKfftant because tl» ccmunumty, m pnmap^, luis to nake
arrangements abcnit h-ansfaru^ afteicse pahents with
every sir^e rekvant hos^iiL Table 1 ^K>WS the actual

distnbution based on the informahon from the 133 EKOs
respondmg to this specific question and from the 87 basic
umts

As can be seen m Table 1 most EKOs and basic umts
receive aftercare pahoits fi-cwn more than one hospital The
average number of hospitals is 4 1 (standard deviahon =
2-0) for the EKOs and 4-6 (standard deviahon = 18) for
basic umts So, although the woriong area of a basic umt m
general will be smaller when compared with a total EKO,
we see that basic umts even have to deal with a somewhat
larger number of hospitab The reason is Hiat the basic umt-
based structure is found especially m more urban areas with
a lot of hospitab

Measures to acAve catdamaiy probl«i»

H K first measure we sludl disot^ is t l^ ( ^ ( H I <^ ^poaA-
oig a ccntfuButy nurse. In 64% df the EKOs sid no more
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Table 1 Proportional distribution of EKOs (regional community
nursing organizations) and basic units to the number of hospitals
from which they receive aftercare patients

Number of hospitals

1
2
3
4
5
6
7-10

EKOs
(« = 133)

7
20
17
17
15
13
11

100

Basic uruts
(n = 87)

1
10
19
21
23
10
16

100

than 18% of the basic umts, conhnuity nurses work part-
hme Together there are about 15 full-time posts The
nurses' role is, in all cases, more or less the same promot-
mg arrangements between hospitals and commumty on
conhnuity of care (espeaally regardmg the selechon of
aftercare patients and the transfer of informahon), co-
ordinating regular consultations between conununity and
hospitab, representmg the community m these consul-
tahons, and promoting contmuity of care withm the
commumty Almost none of the contmuity nurses visit the
hospitals to actually seled aftercare patients themselves
and to transfer the information So the position the con-
tinuity nurse had m the old aftercare service has virtually
disappeared

Most probably m order to overcome the problems of the
complex relahon between hospitals and EKOs/basic umts,
most of the EKOs and basic umts (83% and 60% respect-
ively) have deaded to co-operate with each other m respect
of contmuity of care Generally, a group of EKOs (53% of aU
EKOs) co-operates with the same contmuity nurse basic
umts, generally (46% of all basic umts), work together
without having a jomt contmuity nurse They are mostly
geanng their activities m the direction of the hospitab by
regular consultation If tlwre is a jomt contmuity nurse, she
keeps m toudi with the hospitals that are relevant for this
group and tnes to make similar arrangements about patient
selechon and informahon transfer with all of them, for all of
the EKOs/basic units mvolved

Second, m order to evaluate and somehmes correct a
atuahon, there must be regular consuitahon between both
parhes, l e hospitals and COTtuuunity 68% of all EKOs and
45% of all basic umts have this kmd of consultahon wift the
hospitab wbdi transfer afto-care p^ents to them. These

consultahons are held five times a year on average From
the commumty, the head community nurses are generally
present at the meehngs, as are the conhnuity nurses (if
there is one wortang for the EKO) The hospitals are most
often represented by heads of the hospitai departments or
by a representahve of the nursmg division of the hospitai

Third, it IS important that, as a result of (former) consul-
tations, there are regular arrangements about the selection
of patients and the transfer of information 89% of the
EKOs and 47% of the basic umts report they have made
these arrangements with the hospitals that are relevant
to them Obviously, as far as EKOs are concemed, such
arrangements are not always regularly evaluated in consul-
tation meetmgs (compare 68% of the EKOs that have reg-
ular consultations with 'their' hospitals with 89% of the
EKOs that report regular arrangements with 'their'
hospitals) Arrangements are almost jilways for a complete
hospital, not for single departments and, on the commumty
side, they are mostly concemed with a group of EKOs
eind/or basic umts

Finally, in order to have all the necessary information
about aftercare patients, it is important that speaally
designed 'transfer forms' are used to transfer the mfor-
mahon about aftercare patients fi-om the hospitai to the
community The results show that 90% of the EKOs and
85% of the basic umts generally (as they report 'always' or
'mostly') receive the necessary information by means of the
special transfer foims

Classification of the relationships between
community and hospitals

We have used the information presented above about the
way EKOs/basic umts solve problems of conhnuity of care
after hospitai discharge to make a classification of the
relationships between hospitals and commumty The most
distmct charactenstics of such relahonships are

1 there is or there is not a conhnuity nurse workmg
within the relationship, and

2 there is either regular consultation or no regular con-
sultation between both parties m the relationship
(which also reveab somethmg about the willmgness of
the hospitai to co-operate)

The other charjKtenstics menhoned above hold m the
same way for most hospital-commumty relationships —
at least as far as EKOs are concerned. The resultmg
dassificahon is shown m Table 2

Statishcal analysis of the figtures m Table 2 reveals a
significant deference between the cells (chi square=29 8,
d i = 1, P < OOl) Regular constdtahon is found most when
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2 Qassificahon of community-hospital relations on the
basis of the presence of a contmuity nurse on the one hand and
regular consultahon on the other (total number of community-
hospital relahons under study is 664)

CcOThnuity nurse present

Yes

Regular consultahon
Yes 32%
No 14%

Totals 46%

No

27%
27%

54%

Totals

59%
41%

100%

there is a contmuity nurse active (32%) Complementmg
this, we see that only 14% of the relahons show no regular
consultation where a continuity nurse is active So, at first
sight the continuity nurse's activihes seem benefiaal to
regular consultahon

In 27% of the relations between hospitab and com-
mumty, there is regular consultation without the presence
of a continujty nurse These consultations will be organized
by the regular head commumty nurses Finally, in 27% of
the relahons, there is neither regular consultahon nor a
contmuity nurse Several interpretahons of this result are
possible, but the most likely seems to be that contmuity
of care is orgamzed on the basis of appointments made m
the past and/or that there is a rather weak orgamzationai
structure

Problems with continuity of care in relation to
different solutions and different context

As we mdicated before, 10 five-pomt Likert items were
submitted to the respondents to list the problems expen-
enced with contmuity of care Table 3 summanzes the
answers given

The first five items m Table 3 concem contmuity prob-
lems on the hospitai side The respondents were able to give
their opmion on the items for each hospitai transfemng
aftercare patients to the EKO (or basic umt) separately The
Table shows the opimon about the most important hospital,
that IS to say, the hospitai that sends m the greatest number
of pahents Addihonally, items 6 to 10 go mto the proWems
on the commumty side

As we can see m Table 3, some problons are fdt more
than others On tlw hospital side, the mohvatKMi of the
nursing staff to consult with the ccHnnuauty about the
tnuisfer of aftercare pattents (item 2) is seen as a (gr«iter or

smaller) problem by only 12% of the respondents The
other items represent a problem for 33% to 47% of the
respondents On the commumty side, the lack of public
relahons fi-om the EKO/basic umt (item 7) and keeping up
the necessary routine expenence with complicated nursing
activities (item 9) are felt to be the major problems (by 46%
and 52% respedively)

In order to obtam an overall indicahon of the continuity
problems expenenced by each EKO/basic umt, a reliability
analysis was made on the 10 items m Table 3 This revealed
that items I to 8 constitute a scale with a standardized
reliability coeffiaent, Cronbach's alpha, of 0 70 A sum
score was therefore made by adding the individual scores
on item 1 to 8 (mean score = 26 0, standard deviahon =
5 56, n = 182), which is considered to measure the amount
of problems expenenced m the field of contmuity of care,
with a higher score meamng fewer problems

We now analyse the explanatory model in Figure 1 This
IS done by a stepwise mulhple regression analysis (MRA),
testmg the degree each of the factors m the model (while
controlling for the effed of other factors) can explam differ-
ences m the amount of problems expenenced with regard
to contmuity of care Note that the model will be analysed
for EKOs and basic units together because, despite the
obvious dififerences, they are comparable with regard to
organizing contmuity of care Furthermore, we are inter-
ested m possible differences between t>oth organizahonal
leveb So the orgamzahonal level (EKO or basic umts) is
also mduded as an independent vanable m the model As
'orgamzahonal level' is a didiotomous van^le, it is scored
m the 1 (= EKO) against 0 (= basic umt) way It ts the same
for the other dichotomous vanables m the model (compare
Figure 1)

In prq^anng the MRA, possible mulhcolmeanty
between the mdepoident van^les was checked by
inspectmg the Pearson correlahon coefficients The highest
coeffiaent bound was 0*58 That is below the cnhcal 0 70
value, so all the mdependent vanables were mduded m the
MRA The completed MRA revealed that two fadors m
the model wo-e included m the final equatum, as is shown
m Table 4

A constant use ci transfer forms is beiwficial m reduang
the amount of problons with regard to contmuity of care (a
low stun score means a lot of problons) That is to say, if
the re^ondent has repented m the questi<»inaire that a
hospital 'always' uses transfer forms, significantly fewer
problrans are met, compared with the situahon m hos-
pitals that use transfer forms 'mostly' or 'scmiehmes'. The
elashoty of tiie rate of use of transfer fcoms is 4-029,
wbdi can be mterpretel as follows: wh«i ho^ntab always
use transfer fonns the amount of {»'obl«m with

10
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Tabk 3 Percentual distnbuhon of the reachons to Likert items, representmg problems expenenced m relation to contmuity of care
(rt respondents EKO/basic units = 210)

Item

Totally
agree
(=1)/
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Totally
disagree
( = 5)/
disagree

Mean
score

Standard
deviahon

1 The nurses m this hospitai do not notice ii
the fact that some pahents may need
psychosocial aftercare

2 The nursmg stafif in this hospitai are little 12
motivated to consult with the community
about the transfer of aftercare patients

3 The nursmg stafiF m this hospttal tend to 32
organize aftercare for specific groups of
patients (for mstance with heart diseases)
themselves, instead of transfemng these
patients to the community

4 This hospitai is not mdmed to hansfer 47
aftercare patients who have had day
surgery

5 The nurses m this hospital do not know 43
enough about the help community nurses
are able to give

6 There are problems m havmg nursing aids 19
(objects) available for aftercare patients m
hme

7 Your EKO/basic urut could do more to 46
inform the hospitai nurses about the
nursing possibilihes m the community

8 Community nurses and nursmg auxiliaries 17
in your EKO/basic urut are hard to contact
by telephone, if hospital nurses want to
consult them about aftercare patients

9 For the community nurses in your EKO/ 52
basic unit, it is difiFicult to keep up the
necessary routme expenence with regard
to compkcated nursing achvihes

10 Aftercare patients that are transferred to 10
your EKO/basic umt often need more
nursing care than can be delivered

i6

15

28

22

26

27

24

18

21

17

31

73

40

31

31

54

30

65

27

74

2 9

3 9

3 1

2 8

2 8

35

2 8

3 8

26

4 0

114

112

133

135

118

110

130

128

137

108

Table 4 Stepwise mulhple
regression analysis showmg
the sigmhcant effects
(P < 0-005) of the factors m
Figure I on the amount of
problons e}q>enenced m
relation to aftercare (n
EKOs/basic uruts = 177)

Step Factor

R
P (explamed
(elashaty) vanance)

1 Rate of use of transfer forms -(-0-29 0-08
2 Number of mhabitants m the EKO/basic unit area —0 26 015

11
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to conhnuity of care dedmes by 29% (= 0-29 X 100%),
compared to hospitals that use transfer forms less

Furthermore, the MRA reveals that the higher the
number of inhabitants in the EKO (the bigger the EKO), the
more problems are expenenced m regard to continuity of
care The elashaty of the number of inhabitants is —0 26,
implying that an increase of, for mstance, 20% m the
number of inhabitants leads to a nse in the amount of
problems with regard to continuity of care of 5 2%
(= 0 26 X 20%) Together, 'rate of use of transfer forms'
and 'number of inhabitants' explain 15% of the vanance in
the depencfent vanable

Note that other factors m the model do not contnbute
significantly to the amount of explained vanance, after the
effect of the factors in the first two steps is determined This
also apphes to the 'organizational level' factor (EKO versus
basic umt) and the factor 'personnel capacity' The results of
the MRA are, however, somewhat complicated m relahon
to these factors After the first step m the MRA, both these
factors do indeed have a significant effect (P<0-05) The
effects are to be interpreted in the sense that a higher
personnel capaaty leads to fewer problems and, on the
other hand, that an orgamzahon on EKO level leads to
fewer problems These effeds are, however, overruled in
the second step, where the number of inhabitants of the
EKO happens to be the factor that has the major effect The
bivanate Pearson correlations can explain this The 'per-
sonnel capaaty' appears rather strongly negatively related
to the 'number of inhabitants of the EKO' (Pearson r=
- 0 54, P<OOOOI) the bigger the EKO, the lower the
personnel capacity It is the same for the orgamzationai
level, in that an orgaruzation on the basic umt level is found
relahvely more often m the bigger EKOs (Pearson r=
- 0-44, P < 0-0001) So it will be dear that the effed of the
'number of inhabitants' on the one hand and the effects of
'personnel capaaty' and 'orgamzahonal level' on the other
hand operate on the dependent vanable m opposite ways
And because the effect of the 'number of inhabitants' is the
sh-ongest m the second step of the MRA, the effects of the
other two fadors are overruled Their impad, however, is
important m the view of pohcy makmg

DISCUSSION

the complex context, arising fit)m the fad that one EKO/
basic umt m general has to deal with several hospitals (on
average more than four hospitals) and vice va-sa, there seem
to he basic conditions favourmg continuity of care m most
mstances The solutions are based on a jomt responsibility
for conhnuity on both hospttal and commumty nurses
Hospitai nurses seled the pahents for aftercare, prepare
them for discharge, and transfer the necessary informahon
to the commumty The EKOs — or m the case of 31 of the
total number of 185 EKOs, the basic umts — are, however,
taking the mihahve m makmg the necessary arrangements
with the hospttal staff regarding pahent sekdton

Looking at Hie measures taken by the community, we
see that in 64% of the EKOs, conhnuity nurses work part-
time For the basic umts m charge of orgamzing aftercare,
this IS no more than 18% The most probable reason seems
to be that Hie choice of delegahng the orgamzahon to tjasic
imits IS part of a general policy to make the nurses m the
commumty and the hospital on an executive level diredly
responsible for orgamzing aftercare Go-betweens like
contmuity nurses do not fit m well with this approach
Probably the direct responsibility of the nurses on an
execuhve level is also the reason that we see less regular
consuitahon between baste umts and 'their" hospitals (45%)
compared to EKOs and their hospitals (60%) As a result,
we find more often regular arrangements with hospitals
about the selechon of infonnahon and transfer of aftercare
patients, when EKOs are responsible (89% for EKOs and
47% for basic umts) In both the EKO hospital relahons
(hospital and the basic umt), transfer forms are generally
used (90% and 85% respechvely) to transfer the necessary
mformahon from hospitai to commumty

A chi-square analysis shows that the appomtment of a
contmuity nurse does have a boiefiaal effed on the
presence of regular consultahon between EKO/basic umt
and hospitai about orgamzmg aftercare It seans plausible
to mterpret this result m a causal way orgamzmg regular
consultaticm ts the expliat task of the contmuity nurse, so
where there is such a nurse, we see this consultation more
often We have to be careful, however, because both the
presence of the conhnuity nurse and the consultation
may be explamed by the general favourable dimate m the
hospitab and EKOs towards continuity of care

The results presented above give a descnphon of the way
the ccMnmumty nursmg orgamzation m The Netherlands Omtinnlty erf care
has created an orgamzahcHial structure mtended to deliver
continuous nursmg care after hospitai discharge to pahents The results <m the nwasured problems expen«ic«l m
Aftercare followmg hospitai discharge b organized on a organuang conhnuity erf care are very mterestb^ Wewere
regional level by the regional community nursmg argamz- abfe to make an eight-it«n Kale to measure the ffitiount of
ahon (EKO) or by its execuhng teams (basic umts) Despite pioUems e^>arienced withm an SCO or basic umt The
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scores on this scale were, m the first place, influenced by the
rate of use of transfer forms Constant use decreases the
amount of problems The rate of use of transfer forms is
probably an expression of the extent to which the athtude
m the hospital is favourable to conhnuity of care

We also saw that the more central approach of organiz-
mg continuity at the EKO level dimmishes the amount of
problems This speaks against delegating too much to the
executive level The background to the result is most
likely that some involvement on a management level in the
organization is necessary and, of course, this will be more
easily achieved by an EKO, because there is more senior
personnel

The bigger personnel capacity of EKOs was also ben-
eficial m the avoidcince of contmuity problems This may
be in itself a rather tnvial result, but in combmation with
the fact that bigger EKOs proved to have a relahvely lower
personnel capaaty, it underlines the importance of a true
balance m the distnbution of the personnel

As we saw, both the effect of the organizahonal level
and the personnel capaaty are overruled by the effect of
the number of EKO inhabitants Bigger EKOs have more
problems and this cannot be explained by the greater
number of hospitals they have to deal with This factor has
been mcluded in the model and showed no sigmficant
effect The result is a signal that the policy makers perhaps
should be prudent m increasmg the scale of the EKO areas,
although this deasion will be, of course, influenced by
aspects other than continuity of care too

Finally, it is particularly stnkmg that the MRA shows no
effect from the appointment of a continuity nurse and from
the regular consultation between hospitals and community
on the amount of contmuity problems Obviously, these
factors are presently less important than would be
exfjected, as far as can be assessed by this study It is the
same for the number of hospitals that transfer aftercare
pahents to one and the same EKO or basic umt The
hypothesized hampenng effect of a greater number could
not be shown

Further research

The current study was meant to make an mventory of the
soluhons to problems regardmg continuity of care and to
evaluate these soluhons on the basis of the amount of
problems expenenced on the commumty side The rate of
use of transfer forms, the level on which continuity of care
IS organized m the commumty, the personnel capacity of
the regional commumty organizations and the size of these
organizahons proved to be important fadors that need

speaal attention m policy making Further research could
be aimed at the development of other measures for assess-
ing continuity of care between hospital and commumty
that take mto account the pahent's view Perhaps these
studies would throw more light on the effectiveness of the
appointment of conhnuity nurses which could not be
shown m this study
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